Spring can be a busy season for everyone...but we can still come together through the power of writing!

FLASH FICTION FRENZY

WEEK OF APRIL 29TH - MAY 9TH
For middle level students and teachers
Flash fiction is a genre of fiction, defined as a very short story. For writers, flash fiction asks us to channel our creators by sparking creativity but also our inner critics because it needs to be short, concise, and to the point.

**THE GUIDELINES**

For our 2022 Flash Fiction Frenzy, writers will be given a genre, an action, and a word to construct a story EXACTLY 150 words.

Once you've created your flash fiction, access the Padlet located below, post your story, and hit "submit."

**For Student Flash Fiction Stories**
- Genre: Realistic Fiction
- Action: Dance
- Word: Melancholy

**For Teacher Flash Fiction Stories**
- Genre: Mystery
- Action: Sneeze
- Word: Tenacious